Abstract. An open meandric system is a planar configuration of acyclic curves crossing an infinite horizontal line in the plane such that the curves may extend in both horizontal directions. We present a fast, recursive algorithm to exhaustively generate open meandric systems with n crossings. We then illustrate how to modify the algorithm to generate unidirectional open meandric systems (the curves extend only to the right) and nonisomorphic open meandric systems where equivalence is taken under horizontal reflection. Each algorithm can be modified to generate systems with exactly k curves. In the unidirectional case when k = 1, we can apply a minor modification along with some additional optimization steps to yield the first fast and simple algorithm to generate open meanders. 
Introduction
An open meander can be thought of as the system formed by an infinite river running from northwest to east which passes beneath n bridges of an infinite straight road going from west to east. It is from this geographical analogy, shown in Figure 1 , that the name"meander" is derived. Meanders have been studied in various contexts, including the map-folding problem [Lunnon 1968 ], the stamp-folding problem [Francesco et al. 1996; Koehler 1968; Touchard 1950] , polymer chains [Francesco et al. 1997] and in relation to Jordan curves [Bacher 1999; Reeds and Shepp 1999] , with literature dating back to Poincaré's work on differential geometry [Poincaré 1912 ]. Meanders are also related to simple alternating transit mazes of depth n [Phillips 1989 ], and to ovals of planar algebraic curves (Hilbert's 16th problem) [Arnold 1988 ]. The problem of enumerating meanders is known to be a difficult problem and a significant body of work has been dedicated to it [Albert and Paterson 2005; Francesco et al. 1996; Franz and Earnshaw 2002; Jensen 2000; Lando and Zvonkin 1992] . However, until now, no algorithms have been developed that focus on the efficient generation of meanders.
Open meandric systems are a generalization of open meanders obtained by allowing multiple unclosed curves extending in one or both horizontal directions. They should not be confused with "systems of meanders" which refer to systems of non-intersecting closed curves. Formally, an open meandric system is a planar configuration of acyclic curves crossing an infinite horizontal line in the plane such that the curves may extend infinitely in both horizontal directions. An example of an open meandric system with 7 crossings (and 3 curves) is shown in Figure 2(a) . A unidirectional open meandric system is similar to an open meandric system, except that all curves must extend to the right (Figure 2(b) ). The study of (unidirectional) open meandric systems was originally motivated by the discussion of noncrossing matchings and sphere cut branch decompositions in Dorn et al. [2005] . It turns out that these systems, and in particular, their enumeration sequences, have also been studied rather extensively by Bacher [1999] as they relate to a graded algebra of meander slices.
In this paper we develop Constant Amortized Time (CAT) algorithms (i.e., the amount of computation time is proportional to the number of generated objects) which generate: -all open meandric systems with n crossings, -all unidirectional open meandric systems with n crossings, and -all (unidirectional) open meanderic systems with n crossings and equivalence under reflection.
Additionally, each algorithm can easily be modified to list all such systems with n crossings having exactly k curves. In the unidirectional case when k = 1, we can apply a minor modification along with simple optimizations to yield the first fast and simple algorithm for generating open meanders.
Generating Open Meandric Systems
In this section, we develop a fast algorithm for generating (unidirectional) open meandric systems with n crossings. Before we do this, however, we first introduce a simple string representation for these systems.
Let each point where a curve intersects the line be called a crossing. Then each crossing can be represented by one of four characters, as adopted from Croix [2003] : {O,D,U,C} (O=Open, D=Down, U=Up, C=Close). Figure 3 illustrates how the characters correspond to pieces of each curve. As reference, some other notations that have been used to describe similar systems include:
-{D,R,L,U} to describe meanders situated on a vertical line [Albert and Paterson 2005] , -{(, \, /, )} in Bacher [1999], and -{a, b, c, d} in Lando and Zvonkin [1993] .
For the remainder of this article, we will represent each open meandric system with n crossings as a word (string) of length n over the alphabet {O,D,U,C}.
2.1. A SIMPLE ALGORITHM. Using the string representation, we can generate all open meandric systems by applying a standard recursive approach that builds up the strings one character at a time. The only constraint when adding a new character to the end of a string is that it cannot create a cycle. Observe that this is only possible only when adding the character C. For example the words OC and OUDC do not correspond to valid open meandric systems since they form cycles (closed curves).
Pseudocode for such an algorithm to exhaustively list all open meandric systems with n crossings is given in Algorithm 1, where the global array word is used to maintain the current string representation. The function Cycle can be implemented to run in O(n) time by tracing back through the string. It returns true only if the addition of a C to the current string creates a cycle. The function Print prints out the contents of word. The initial call is SimpleGen(1).
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if not Cycle(word) then SimpleGen(t + 1);
Since every internal node in the computation tree of SimpleGen(t) has at least 2 children, the overall running time of this algorithm will be proportional to the number of leaves (the open meandric systems) times the amount of time required for each recursive call. Thus, the algorithm will run in O(n) amortized time. In the next section, we introduce some data structures that allow us to perform the cycle check in constant time.
2.2. A FAST ALGORITHM. In this section, we introduce some extra data structures that allow us to perform the cycle test in constant time. The main idea is to keep track of the endpoints of each curve in the open meandric system so that when we add a new character, we can determine which curves, if any, it will attach to.
To do this, we use two stacks top and bot to store the endpoints of available curves that extend "to the right": one for the top of the line, and one for the bottom. If a character creates a new curve, we initially label the curve with its position in the sequence.
Observe that anytime we add an O, we will always push its position onto both stacks. When adding a D (or symmetrically a U) and the top stack is nonempty, we push the new position only onto the bottom stack since the other endpoint extends infinitely to the left. If the top stack is nonempty, the new crossing will attach itself to an existing curve for which we pop an endpoint off the top stack and push it onto the bottom stack. The difficult case is when we attempt to add a C. If both stacks are empty, we do nothing. If only one stack is nonempty, we simply pop an endpoint off the nonempty stack. If both stacks are nonempty, then after popping endpoints of curves off of both stacks, one of two things can happen. If the popped endpoints belong to the same curve, then adding a C will form a cycle. If they belong to different curves, then we end up joining two curves together. The tricky part is how to join the curves together since the other endpoints of each curve may still be in the stack.
To handle this case, we first considered using the position of the first crossing to represent each curve. However, for some cases this strategy still requires a linear amount of work. Instead, we introduce a mapping f of the endpoints for each curve. Initially, the mapping for each curve t is itself: f (t) = t. Then, when two curves get joined together, the unjoined endpoints get mapped to each other.
In Figure 4 , we illustrate the data structures for the word OUOUOODCCDCC. Initially the stacks are empty and f [t] = t for t = 1 to n. The stacks are ordered so that the top of each stack is the left of the list.
Observe when we add the U at t = 2 that the endpoint 1 gets popped off of the bottom stack and added to the top stack. When we add the C at t = 8, we are joining the two curves 5 and 7 together. Pseudocode which applies these data structures to generate open meandric systems is shown in Algorithm 2. Since the cycle detection can be performed in constant time, the running time of the algorithm will be proportional to the size of the computation tree (the number of recursive calls). Further, since each node in this tree has at least 2 children and each leaf in the tree corresponds to a unique open meandric system, we arrive at the following theorem: THEOREM 2.1.
The algorithm Gen(t) for exhaustively listing all open meandric systems with n crossings is CAT.
To generate all open meandric systems with n crossings and exactly k curves, we can add a simple constant time test to the Print function that checks if the number of elements in the two stacks top and bot sums to 2k. 
UNIDIRECTIONAL OPEN MEANDRIC SYSTEMS. In this section, we describe the modifications required to convert Gen(t) so that it only generates unidirectional open meandric systems.
From our definition of unidirectional open meandric systems, we know that all curves must extend to the right, meaning that the word's first character can only be an O. Also, we can never add a D or C if the top stack is empty since it would result in a curve extending to the left. Similarly, we cannot add a U or a C if the bottom stack is empty. To enforce these constraints, we can simply remove the else statements marked by a vertical bar in Gen(t) of Algorithm 2 and make the same initial call of Gen(1) . Figure 5 illustrates the computation tree for n = 3 that results from applying these modifications to Gen(t). The dashed lines indicate nodes that will not be generated since they either create a cycle or have a curve that extends to the left. Notice that at each successive level in this tree we are generating all words for n at depth t, and that the leaf nodes in bold represent the words produced. Observe that at every node we can always add an O and at least one of D or U. Thus, each internal node in the computation tree will still have at least two children.
THEOREM 2.2. Unidirectional open meandric systems with n crossings can be generated in constant amortized time with a modified version of Gen(t).

EQUIVALENCE UNDER HORIZONTAL REFLECTION.
In this section, we consider equivalence under reflection about the horizontal line. When we reflect a string representing a (unidirectional) open meandric system the O and the C remain invariant while each U becomes a D and vise-versa. For example, the string CODDUC is isomorphic to COUUDC under reflection (see Figure 6) .
It is easy to see that the strings that are self-equivalent under reflection are those that do not contain any D's or U's. These are precisely the strings composed of i Since we only want to generate one string from each equivalence class, we arbitrarily let the string that has a D preceding all U's represent each class that contains two strings. The algorithm Gen(t) can easily be adapted to handle this 42:8 B. BOBIER AND J. SAWADA by maintaining an additional parameter that indicates whether or not a D has been added to the current string. If it has not been added, then we do not consider the case where we add a U.
THEOREM 2.3 (UNIDIRECTIONAL). Open meandric systems with n crossings and equivalence under horizontal reflection can be generated in constant amortized time with a modified version of Gen(t).
We have also considered equivalence under reversal and 180-degree rotation (reflection and reversal). These equivalence classes can also be generated in constant amortized time in a fairly straightforward manner, but we omit the details.
2.5. ENUMERATION SEQUENCES. Let S n denote the number of open meandric systems with n crossings and let U n denote the number of unidirectional systems with n crossings. Similarly, let S n and U n denote the corresponding systems with equivalence under reflection. In earlier discussion we demonstrated that the number of strings in S n and U n that are invariant under reflection are n+1 and 1, respectively. Thus, we get the following theorem:
In Bacher [1999] , the enumeration sequences for S n and U n are given up to n = 26 and n = 19 respectively. We extended these sequences by distributing our algorithm using SHARCNET.
1 The computation of S 28 took less than a month using 25 processors while taking advantage of the equivalence under reflection. The results are in Table I . The sequences for S n and U n correspond to sequences A060111 and A060089 respectively in Sloan's Encyclopedia of Integer Sequences [Sloane 2007 ].
Generating Meanders
Earlier, we described an open meander as a river that starts in the northwest and flows east passing beneath n bridges of an infinite road going from west to east. Typically, a (closed) meander of order n refers to a self-avoiding closed curve that crosses a line in the plane at exactly 2n locations. There is a 1-1 correspondence between open meanders of order 2n − 1 and (closed) meanders of order n [Lando and Zvonkin 1993] . Table II shows the sequence of meandric numbers (open meanders) of order n. It corresponds to sequence A005316 in Sloane's Encyclopedia of Integer Sequences [Sloane 2007 ]. The odd numbered terms correspond to sequence A005315: the closed meandric numbers.
Open meanders are closely related to unidirectional open meandric systems with exactly one curve (k = 1). The only extra restriction required is that one of the endpoints of the single curve starts above the horizontal line, which represents the endpoint of the open meander that must start in the northwest. Thus, to generate Notice that the amount of work (in the asymptotic sense) to generate open meanders of order n is the same as the amount of work to generate all unidirectional open meandric systems with n crossings. In the next section, we consider how to optimize the algorithm for open meanders.
3.1. OPTIMIZING THE GENERATION OF MEANDERS. To optimize the generation of meanders of length n, we can prune the computation tree by identifying sequences of length t that can never be extended into a meander of length n. For a sequence σ of length t to be extendable into a meander, the n − t remaining characters must be sufficient so that it is possible for the unidirectional open meandric sequence being generated to end up with exactly one curve where the top stack is nonempty. This means that for each sequence the top stack will end up with 1 or 2 endpoints while the bottom stack will end up with 1 or 0 endpoints.
To determine the number of curves k currently in σ , we must maintain (in constant time) the size of the two stacks top and bot. The number of curves k can thus be computed:
. Now, if σ is currently composed of k > 1 curves, then the only way we can reduce the number of curves is to append a C, which will reduce the number by 1 if it does not create a cycle. This means that σ can be extended into a meander of length n only if k − 1 ≤ n − t.
We can improve on this optimization by focusing on how the endpoints are distributed among the two stacks. Since the bottom stack must end up with at most one endpoint, σ will require at least |bot| − 1 appended characters to satisfy this constraint. This is because each appended character will reduce the stack size by at most 1. Similarly, σ will require at least |top| − 2 appended characters to ensure that the stack top ends up with at most 2 endpoints. Thus, σ can be extended to a meander of length n only if |bot| − 1 ≤ n − t and |top| − 2 ≤ n − t. Observe that these two restrictions together imply the earlier restriction that k − 1 ≤ n − t.
As one final optimization, observe that if |top| > 2 where the first two endpoints in the stack top correspond to the same curve (which can be tested in constant time if the stacks are implemented as arrays), then appending |top| − 2 characters will not be sufficient to reduce to one curve. To see this notice that after appending |top| − 2 characters, the curve corresponding to the first two endpoints in the stack top never get affected. Thus, any such extended sequence will still consist of at least two curves. Thus, in this case we can add the restriction that |top| − 1 ≤ n − t.
To apply these optimizations to generate meanders of order n, we can simply add the following pseudocode before the first if statement in the algorithm Gen(t) Table III shows the amount of computation required to generate meanders comparing the unoptimized algorithm with the optimized version just described. Notice that for n = 20 the number of nodes in the optimized computation tree is about 18 times less than the unoptimized version. The ratios in the table represent the number of nodes in the computation tree divided by the number of meanders generated. If
